Chapter 3
“POINT THE NOSE, LEVEL THE WINGS, and GET SOME SMASH!”
Sometime during the first day I explained to the class we had the simulator set up on Saturday
for about an hour with each crew. The rationale and task was to discuss the issues of losing an engine on
takeoff (called a V1 cut) on day one, and get hands on time flying the jet during ground school. Then we
could discuss it in more detail on the other class days and really be ready for the first simulator – with
me.
That hour on Saturday would start with a blindfold cockpit check, have the student instructor
pilot demonstrate a V1 cut by bringing an engine to idle at “GO” and then explain each step climbing out
to reverse course and make a single-engine approach. “But sir, we don’t practice this maneuver in the
jet – I don’t think I have ever heard of anyone doing this even in the sim for recurrent training, and
besides that it is not in the syllabus!” (Notice how I handle this - because he is absolutely right.]
“Lieutenant, yes you are correct. If you choose to not accept this type of training we can change
the class right now;1 however, having done this for a while let me suggest you at least try it out. Give it a
chance. You might learn something. My reference for this is going back to the reading of John Boyd. You
can go this way…or you can go that way. ‘To be or to do? Which way will you go?”
I can count on one hand the number of students who even grumbled about this challenge. But
having someone complain or someone holding issues like the syllabus over the adventure of learning
how to fly on one engine is part of the leading, motivating, teaching, guiding, and helping someone with
some reservations. There have been times where this was handled on the spot on day one and we
headed off down to the sim two by two to get a lesson rather than talk about it – meaning sometimes
the sim was available before Saturday.
Let’s visit a while on some of the system and operational issues of losing an engine on takeoff.
1. At GO (plus one knot) the engine fails. How can you tell? What are all the things that are going to
happen?
2. What is the procedure to handle this?
3. Has anyone every had one fail on takeoff?
MOTIVATION
Let me tell you a story. Let me tell you how important it is to pay attention on takeoff with a
student or a FNG in the other seat (flying new guy). Let me tell you how important it is to have a
simulator to see, feel, experience something like an engine blowing up or smoke and fumes getting in
the way of you seeing your instruments. Sometimes it happens pretty quick2.

On Sundays, first thing, was to hand out a ‘formative evaluation’ to see how the class was going. This was the
time I usually checked on questions like non-syllabus compliance – did in fact change one class to accommodate.
2
Let me point out to the civilian audience my lieutenants are Air Force pilots, they have wings, have been through
the Air Force flying school and all have had training in flying on one engine – some even have flown larger airplanes
than the trainers in Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) – so, this is not new; however, the C-21 has tip tanks and a
different fuel system both of which have caused some issues. We will spend a lot of time creatively learning about
jettisoning fuel and ‘cross flowing” (not cross feeding) fuel in G. Heart Country.
1
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I was checking out in a Boeing 747 in another life time and this big ole orange colored aeroplane
was really nice to fly. I had once before checked out as engineer on it and now I was moving up to
copilot. My instructor (we were classmates at OSU) was training me and said I was to make a normal
take off on this first period. Knowing him pretty well with Braniff I said “Aw, hell Paul - give me a V1 cut
and see how well I can handle it.” So, down the runway we went and bang it went. I too went bang. It
happened so fast I have no recollection of dying on my first takeoff. Had a good attitude I thought and
was pretty confident I could handle it but it ate my lunch. I didn’t have the picture. Paul reset the sim
and said “Runway heading to 2,000 feet and expect vectors to Jiffy for an ILS approach.”
What should I have seen? First of all the yaw. The nose will start deviating from the center line.
It will yaw toward the dead engine. “Idle foot, idle engine.” The pilot flying must use his rudder to keep it
going straight down the center line. That means almost full rudder – so stick it all in! Aileron to level the
wings, rudder to keep it straight. Note the aircraft, in this case, is still on the runway accelerating to a
“Rotate” speed. We will, of course, have the engine fail, blow up, or catch fire, past this “GO, plus one”
speed but this V1 cut is the start and where the training (and checking) has the engine fail on takeoff.
History
The simulator has at least two ways of failing the engine – or at least two ways to fail an engine
on takeoff both in training and in checking for the type rating ride. The engine button to push from the
instructor’s panel is either the ENGINE FAIL, or the ENGINE STOP button. In the first event the engine
just rolls back from a takeoff setting which takes two or three seconds, and in the second event the
engine freezes and goes from takeoff to zero thrust in less than one second.
The reaction time for keeping the nose straight depends on how the engine fails. The nose will
slowly begin to depart the takeoff heading when the engine fails but it will immediately depart the
centerline heading if it stops or freezes up. Note I said ‘slowly’ just as a comparison. We all know the
pilot flying must be paying attention when this happens or he’ll be knocking down runway markers and
blowing dust and dirt as he leaves the concrete.
During every takeoff in my sim I demanded a V1 cut. The IP candidate will bring one to idle at
“GO” and practice, practice, practice the loss of an engine until it becomes second nature. “If you stay
16 miles ahead of the jet…you will live!” As they do not practice this except in my simulators this takes
some serious thinking. The training is to let them get used to what the engine will do – and how fast it
will do it – and then put the controls in to keep the jet down the center line until time to rotate and fly
away. This procedure builds confidence and teaches being in control of the jet at all times – especially
when some student is going to try and kill you…(you know I am connecting some dots).
Application
It does not take long for the student IP to see how important it is to stay ahead of the jet. It does
not take long to see it takes skill to demonstrate the V1 cut AND talk or instruct while bringing an engine
to idle on takeoff. Again, the confidence will just soar after accomplishing this demonstration. We could
write a book on just V1 cuts. I cannot over emphasize gaining proficiency in V1 cuts. The learning is
golden!
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The IP student demonstrating V1 cuts will talk and do these steps (back to “You only have three
seconds!”: At GO, I will bring an engine to idle simulating an engine failure.
(Notice the highlighted additional notes – our learning is increasing with more experience.)
1. Maintain Directional Control - rudder and aileron as required
2. Accelerate to VR.
3. Rotate at VR.
4. Climb at V2 – AT V2! (Minus zero plus two - max!)
[POINT THE NOSE, LEVEL THE WINGS, and GET SOME SMASH!]
5. Gear Up – at positive rate of climb
6. Thrust Reversers – Off
7. Yaw dampener – Engaged
(When the aircraft is stabilized)
8. FUEL JTSN Switch – ON**
“Give me full rudder trim into the good engine.”
9. When Clear of Obstructions, Accelerate to V2 Plus 30 KIAS and Retract Flaps - Use 1500 feet (AGL)
10. “TELL” ATC what you are going to do or what you need…don’t call them climbing out - FLY THE JET!
THEN, when safe and away, ask the question: “What happened?” THEN call for the appropriate
checklist. (One pilot is flying and one is MONITERING the flying. Climbing out is not the time to be heads
down calling or doing a f’ing checklist.)
Discussion
This is still Day One. We are kind of reprograming or resetting our goals and strategies to become
instructors. Not yet talked about it but the operative word is “Airmanship.”
Questions now and for later:
1. What about getting back to the field? What arrival, approach, and when will the other engine fail?
2. The follow on training, after some proficiency in flying the jet through V1 cuts, is to play “Ok,
lieutenant, I’m gonna kill you!” (OKLIGKY). Ah, you are going to like this. I promise you this is worth the
whole program to experience this lesson. I promise you again this has saved some lives – in Chapter 11.
3. What about some lives that didn’t get saved? Don’t want to get too deep into mishaps but we do
have a history worth discussing as every instructor should know about ALL the accidents in his current
airplane and the primary cause of each one of them.
4. Given some of this is spread out over the course I want to make sure to get started on this early in the
program as it may save your life. Let me go back and read Lindbergh’s quote I mentioned earlier only
use all of his own words about instructing.
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“I soon discovered that I was learning as much about flying as my students. A pilot
doesn’t understand the real limitations of his craft until he’s instructed in it. Try as he
may, he can never duplicate intentionally the plights that a student gets him into by
accident. When you’re flying yourself, you know in advance whether you’re going to pull
the stick back, push it forward, or cut the throttle. You think of a maneuver before you
attempt it. But you’re never sure what a student is going to do. He’s likely to haul the
nose up and cut the gun at the very moment when more speed is needed. If you check his
errors too quickly, he loses confidence in his ability to fly. If you let them go too long,
he’ll crash you. You must learn the exact limits of your plane, and always keep him far
enough within them so the wrong movement of a control will still leave you with the
situation well in hand…And after you’ve learned how to keep a student out of trouble,
you find that you’ve become a better pilot yourself. As you instruct your student in the
primary art of flying he instructs you in its advanced phases” (The Spirit of St. Louis, pp.
278-279). ( My italics and highlight.)

A good instructor will handle the reality of crashing airplanes in such a way to make it noteworthy, to

There is a picture of a tombstone (no, I won’t show
it) showing the ‘names’ of the two crew members
and the date of the crash. The name of the instructor
is on top of the marker and the student is listed on
the bottom – and then aircraft and state.
make it instructional, to make it where his student know there are some things he will really have to pay
attention to AND where the new instructor pilot knows he had better pay attention and take notes.
This would be a good time in class to cover the mishaps of the airplane and in most classes time
was given so all could see and understand the primary cause, failures, and where to go to read up on
each one. The Air Force has a history of engine out (mostly practicing engine out) and management of
fuel. Of course, there is a lot of blame on each one as who was at fault. The task in the class was to not
jump up and down on the bones of someone(s) that died in a crash but discuss the errors made so they
won’t happen again.
This particular crash in our post event discussions and education tended to be about how to
manage the fuel, especially when driving around with one at idle and letting the gas/fuel get out of
balance. There are limits on how much the aircraft can get out of balance without really becoming a
control problem so we spend time talking about ‘how to check’ and ‘how to move’ gas to stay safe.
For months most of us thought the fuel unbalance was the smoking gun in this crash. The Air
Force sent the team to fly the simulator – like they always do when one falls/fails – and during this time
a graduate of G. Heart Country was heading the mishap board and came into the class to discuss the
matter. He was the only one to go through G. Heart Country that I knew of with a PhD and he showed
his wisdom that day to the class.
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He put wrote these three letters on the white board:
A
N
C
Course, it didn’t take long for the class to say Aviate, Navigate, and Communicate. Then he
added a fourth and asked what this meant:
I
The class, picking up on the tutorial lesson, said I is for INSTRUCTION. Then with the flurry of
andragogical inspiration he moved the I to the top of the list remarking the instructor during the flight
had replaced his aviating with instructing – and said they paid for it.
INSTRUCT
AVIATE
NAVIGATE
COMMUNICATE
Our visiting PhD graduate and below the zone lieutenant colonel asked the class if he had a two
feet by two feet block of Swiss cheese in his hands, what would the cheese look like? Of course, my
students said it would have holes in it. He then showed with my long wooden pointer how from certain
pokes he could slide the pointer into some of these holes and it would hit more cheese. Sometimes it
would go all the way through. The layers, he explained are the checks we go through while flying. If the
stick goes all the way through the airplane may crash. So, the checks, of training, attitude, maintenance,
check lists, discipline, and ‘error management’ keeps the jet save.

You can look this up under DoD HFACS but you will need dot mil to get to it.
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The picture below has, for our discussion in mishap prevention, three items on the board worth
discussing and bringing out to add to our previous comments on crashing aeroplanes. See the three on
the right side from top down as Kern’s CRM Pillars are drawn out (we just discussed them), the red line
showing Instructing has been moved up above aviating (or airmanship). To the left is the block of
cheese. The quote below my pointer would make a good tattoo:
“Most accidents are caused by uncritical acceptance of easily verifiable assumptions.”

This quote is by Gerard “Jerry” Bruggink who was a Royal Netherlands Air Force pilot and later as an
aircraft accident investigator.
Where in your flying experience ‘when something happened’ did you ask: What was that? What is that?
Is that really what it is? What turned the light on? What is the problem?
Did you solve the problem before you called for the checklist?
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You know why I am pointing the stick…it won’t get shoved up some orifice if you Fly The F’g Airplane!

Somewhere we got the political correct word of needing to learn some Arabicisms – directed
toward our “sensitivity training.“ From somewhere promptly came the reply:

(This will blow up and make into a very nice banner.)
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Read 2., line one - especially. Is this not great? From “HAP” the man, himself…
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We had a nice lunch. (Seems like there were at one time a lot of Stuttgart stickers posted everywhere…)

Be careful what you assume…
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Ideas, Thinking, and Group Problem Solving

Let me ask you a question.
I have this small cardboard box here and want you to play the game called “What’s in the box?”
You have 15 minutes and 15 questions.
The first question of “Can I see what is in the box?” is “NO.” – you now have 14 questions left.
Would like to point out this little game was way up there near the top for more discovery
learning with my lieutenants. We had some fun with this. I had added some drawings on three sides of
the box that included a dog, a pistol, and the initials NFW. If I can find the ole box I’ll put a picture of it
somewhere in this book.
Not many classes figured out what was in the box in 14 questions. Most started by just guessing
and throwing out items of from speculation and wishing. I would chide their answers with rude
comments to get them to “THIMK!” – as the expression goes. There is a small plastic/electronic ball3 I
used to have that would go through the algorithms along with my yes/no answers and usually come up
with the correct answer of “What am I thinking of?” Course, this box task is to get them to get organized
as a team, determine the methodology, devise a plan of attack, with timer, score keeper, and recorder.
It doesn’t take long to see the “correlation” of being in a cockpit and having a crew figure out what to do
when something happens that may not be in some checklist.
One class of eight got this lesson handed to them in spades by the class leader who was real
motivator of lieutenants - and a Lt. Col. I had asked him during a break to sit in the back of the room and
not join in with the students but to take notes and then debrief the class when I told them “no cigar” as I
knew they wouldn’t figure it out. I should have taped it. It was a splendid episodic adventure in having
their asses chewed out – he was the Gunny in Heartbreak Ridge and General Savage in Twelve O’clock
High. He did make an impression – and a learning impression on “who was in charge? Where was the
plan? And should you get organized?” They won’t forget it.

See the URL for Radica 20Q by Mattel – from Amazon for $37.22.
https://www.amazon.com/Radica-20Q-Artificial-Intelligence-Game/dp/B0001NE2AK
3
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Methodology
My debriefs were to start on the white board and draw out some leading questions: You could
ask if the object is man-made or organic, round or straight, or some other way, to cut your answers in
half each time you asked a question.
A.

I would put 1 through 16 numbers on the white board:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Then asked one student to pick a number. Picked another to ask, for example is it greater than 8?
If yes mark out the first 8 numbers. Then is it greater than 12? If yes mark out 9 -10. Is it greater than
14? If yes then pick 15 or 16 and you will have the answer. The drill is cutting everything in half.
B.
I learned the next method from a student – promoted him on the spot. His innovation was to
have someone think of a word. Another student would place my very large class lexicon (2,720 pages,
made Japan – I think) in front of him and open it to about the middle of the book. This would be about
the letter M. Then ask does the word begin with a letter A through M? if so, open the book half way
between A and M – and ask if the word begins with A through F (or about – what ever it is). Then when
the first letter is determined find out the second letter the same way. It is a very short time until the
page is found, and then the column, and then the word…piece of cake, noting everything is being cut in
half with each question.
C.
Now, we can go back to the little brown box. So far no one has gotten the answer. I tell the class
we are going to do it again: 15 questions and 15 minutes, except I will add “what is in the box is in this
room. What is your first question?? [note to interested reader – What is your first question?]
This generally takes a little guidance or encouragement to start thinking together and ask the first
question – which is “Is it in this west side of the room?” – or the first half in another direction. It goes
half to half to half (even a half vertically) until, as it added up, to a very small area from my speech box
up to the ceiling which had in it only a light fixture. When they say lightbulb they win. I did have a
backup in case someone – it did happen one time – where someone had been told what was in the box.
Course, I pulled out my rubber duck. The joy for me was seeing the few end up with the correct answer
in less than 15 questions because I could then throw the box at them and let them dig it out.
The credit for this drill comes from a post graduate course in psychology I took at UNT where
the professor held up a light bulb and said “Ask me a question about this bulb.” He then spent about 30
minutes answering all there is to know about a light bulb. We learn by asking questions. The more
questions you ask the more you will learn.
Asking questions is another way toward Discovery Learning. The Inquiry into what is in the box is
a way for an instructor pilot to appreciate having a plan for finding answers rather than “just guessing.”
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ANOTHER ZINGER SHEET!
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